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Abstract

We study decentralized learning dynamics for the classic assignment game with transfer-
able utility. At random points in time firms and workers match, break up, and re-match
in the search for better opportunities. We propose a simple learning process in which
players have no knowledge about other players’ payoffs or actions and they update their
behavior in a myopic fashion. Behavior fluctuates according to a random variable that
reflects current market sentiment: sometimes the firms exhibit greater price stickiness
than the workers, and at other times the reverse holds. We show that this stochastic
learning process converges in polynomial time to the core. While convergence to the
core is known for some types of decentralized dynamics this paper is the first to prove
polynomial time convergence, a crucial feature from a practical standpoint. The proof
relies on novel results for random walks on graphs, and more generally suggests a fruitful
connection between the theory of random walks and matching theory.
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1 Introduction

Online matching markets have many participants and are more fluid than traditional
markets: thousands of agents change trading partners and prices frequently. Examples
include online labor markets (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk), booking platforms (e.g.,
for hotels, restaurants), and trading markets (e.g., eBay, Amazon). The sheer size of
the market often hinders agents from learning about the preferences, past actions, and
utilities of other market participants. They may often only be able to observe current
bids.

In this paper we propose an adaptive process that reflects the decentralization and thus
the limited information agents have about the market. We show that this dynamic
leads in polynomial time to the core of the assignment game (Shapley and Shubik 1972).
Polynomial time convergence is an important feature for behavioral dynamics to have
explanatory bite for large markets. In addition it is crucial from a market design per-
spective.

In our model agents follow an aspiration adjustment process based on their experienced
payoffs.1 Agents match, break up, and re-match in the hope of increasing their payoffs.
Agents have aspiration levels that they adjust based on their experienced payoffs. When
matched an agent occasionally tries to succeed with a higher bid than his current aspi-
ration level. When single an agent lowers his aspiration level in the hope of attracting a
partner. An agent’s behavior does not require any information about other agents’ ac-
tions or payoffs; a characteristic termed completely uncoupled.2 Such rules are well-suited
to model behavior in large decentralized markets where agents interact anonymously and
trade takes place at heterogeneous prices. The decentralization is characterized by:

Market decentralization. Agents interact, match, and break up at random points in time.
That is, the order of interactions is random and further there is no central price setting
rule.

Information decentralization. Players have no information about the value other players
attach to being matched with them. Moreover they cannot deduce such information from
prior rounds of play. There is no central authority with such knowledge either.

The next section discusses the related literature. In section 3 we define the underlying
model for bilateral markets with transferable utility and introduce our dynamic model.
We also provide an example. Section 4 states our main results and a discussion of its
assumptions. Section 5 first provides an intuition and then states the formal proof. The
proof develops novel results for random walks on graphs. Section 6 concludes.

1Aspiration adjustment theory has been introduced to economics by Sauermann and Selten (1962),
Selten and Stoecker (1986), and Selten (1998). Extensive laboratory experiments on bargaining support
this behavioral theory (Tietz and Weber 1972, Tietz 1975, Weber 1976, Tietz et al. 1978, Scholz et al.
1983).

2Completely uncoupled rules have first been mentioned by Foster and Vohra (1993) and were formally
introduced by Foster and Young (2006) building on the definition of uncoupled learning rules due to Hart
and Mas-Colell (2003, 2006).
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2 Related literature

Matching theory is a flourishing area of study in cooperative game theory and mechanism
design.3 A prominent example of a cooperative game is the assignment game where two
sides of the market, firms and workers, form bilateral coalitions and share the ‘cooperative
value’ according to some sharing rule. Shapley and Shubik (1972) show that there always
exists an assignment such that the total sum of utilities is maximized and the division of
surplus is robust to coalitional deviations. The set of states with these properties is called
the core. One of the first algorithms to find a solution in the core of the assignment game
has time complexity of O(N4), where N is the number of players (Kuhn 1955). Edmonds
and Karp (1972) give a tighter bound of O(N3) which, to our knowledge, is the best-
known bound for a centralized algorithm.4

Our results fit into a growing literature showing how cooperative game solutions can be
reached by non-cooperative dynamic processes (Agastya 1997, 1999, Arnold and Schwalbe
2002, Rozen 2013, Newton 2010, 2012, Sawa 2014, Newton and Sawa 2015). Several recent
studies consider the convergence for a family of decentralized dynamics for the assignment
game that satisfy our definitions outlined in section 1. Chen et al. (2011), Nax and
Pradelski (2014), Biró et al. (2012), Klaus and Payot (2013), and Nax et al. (2013) show
that specific decentralized dynamics converge to the core in finite time with probability
one from any initial state.5 However, none of these papers establishes polynomial time
convergence which is the subject of this paper.

There is another strand of the literature that establishes polynomial time convergence, but
the processes are not decentralized in our sense. Belief propagation is a message passing
algorithm for computing optimal matchings and allocations on graphs.6 In each time step
all agents send messages to each other indicating how much they are willing to pay at most
in order to be matched with one another. Bayati et al. (2005, 2008) and Salez and Shah
(2009) show that, for bipartite graphs with a unique optimal matching, their algorithms
converge in polynomial time to a stable allocation. The matching is thus enforced by
the allocation, but it is not specified how players know when they should match. In the
same spirit bargaining dynamics have been studied (see Kleinberg and Tardos 2008). In
addition to sending messages about the maximal amount a player is willing to pay, there
is a fixed sharing rule (50 − 50 above outside-options). Celis et al. (2010) and Bayati
et al. (2014) show that, for one-to-one matching markets,7 their algorithms converge
in polynomial time to a subset of the core which approximates the generalized Nash-
bargaining solution (Rochford 1984). Note that these models are not decentralized in our
sense: First, for market decentralization, all agents play simultaneously according to a
deterministic rule. In particular there is a central price setting mechanism and a clearing
house. Second, for information decentralization, the updating rule requires agents to know

3See, for example, Roth and Sotomayor (1990) and Peleg and Sudholter (2007) for introductions.
4Seminal subsequent papers include Crawford and Knoer (1981), Kelso and Crawford (1982), De-

mange and Gale (1985), Demange et al. (1986).
5Note that Biró et al. (2012) holds for one-to-one matching on general graphs. It thus includes the

assignment game (one-to-one matching on bipartite graphs) as a special case.
6See, for example, Pearl (1982), Kim and Pearl (1983), Pearl (1988), Richardson and Urbanke (2001).
7This result holds for one-to-one matching on general graphs.
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the valuations other players hold for them. Interestingly, Azar et al. (2009) show that
the afore mentioned bargaining dynamics takes exponentially long to converge if market
decentralization holds, that is, if players send messages at random points in time.

There is also a related literature on decentralized dynamics for the marriage problem
(Gale and Shapley 1962, see Roth and Sotomayor 1990 for a survey). The key differ-
ence between the marriage problem and the assignment game is that the former studies a
matching market with non-transferable utility : There is no medium of exchange and play-
ers have ordinal utility functions. On the other hand, the assignment game is a model of
transferable utility : There exists a medium of exchange (such as money) in which players’
cardinal utility functions are linear. For the marriage problem there exist decentralized
adjustment processes leading to stable outcomes in finite time (Roth and Vande Vate
1990).8 Ackermann et al. (2011) recently showed by example that the dynamic by Roth
and Vande Vate (1990) may take exponentially long to converge.

The contribution of the present paper is to demonstrate that a simple decentralized
adjustment process leads to the core of the assignment game in polynomial time. Our
proof develops novel results for random walks on graphs, and more generally suggests a
fruitful connection between the theory of random walks and matching theory.

3 Model

Our model is in the spirit of Nax and Pradelski (2014): matched agents occasionally
try to re-match in order to increase their payoff, while single agents, in the hope of
attracting partners, lower their aspiration levels and are willing to match at a lower payoff.
This idea is based on aspiration adjustment theory which has antecedents in psychology
(Thorndike 1898, Hoppe 1931, Estes 1950, Bush and Mosteller 1955, Herrnstein 1961)
and was introduced to economics by Sauermann and Selten (1962) (see Selten 1998 for
an English translation). Bargaining experiments support this behavioral theory (Tietz
and Weber 1972, Tietz 1975, Weber 1976, Tietz et al. 1978, Scholz et al. 1983).

In the next subsection we shall introduce the well-known assignment game (Shapley and
Shubik 1972) and the dynamic components of our model. Subsection 3.2 explains the
dynamics of play and how step-by-step transitions work. In subsection 3.3 we give an
example.

3.1 The assignment game

Firms i ∈ F and workers j ∈ W interact by matching, breaking up, and re-matching in
the hope of achieving higher payoffs. Let V = F ∪W . We assume that |F| = |W| = N .
(Note that this can always be achieved by adding ‘dummy’ agents to the smaller side of
the market.) A player can be matched to at most one player at a given point in time. A
player currently not matched to another player is called single.

8See Chung (2000), Diamantoudi et al. (2004), Kojima and Ünver (2008), Klaus and Klijn (2007) for
subsequent results on more general families of games.
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Reservation value. Each firm i has a reservation value, r+i (j) for being matched with
worker j. That is, firm i is willing to pay at most r+i (j) when matching with worker j
and otherwise prefers to remain single. Similarly each worker j is willing to pay at most
r−j (i) when matching with firm i and otherwise prefers to remain single.

Match value. The match value of a match (i, j) is

wij = (r+i (j)− r−j (i))+. (1)

Let W = (wij)i∈F ,j∈W . Let w∗ = maxi,j wij.

Note that, if information decentralization holds, the reservation values are private infor-
mation and not known to other agents. Then, wij is a hidden variable and is not known
to any of the players including i and j.

Since we will be interested in dynamic processes we introduce time steps t = 0, 1, 2, 3, ....

Matching. The matching at time t is described by M t = (mt
ij)i∈F ,j∈W ∈ {0, 1}F×W such

that each row and each column of M t sums to at most 1.

Price. When i is matched with j at time t they trade at a unique price, πtij.

Payoff. If (i, j) are matched with each other the payoff to firm i is φti = r+i (j)− πtij and
the payoff to worker j is φtj = πtij − r−j (i). If player i is single his payoff is φti = 0. Let
Φt = (φti)i∈V . Note that the payoffs are private information.

The matching market is described by [V = F ∪W ,W,M t,Φt]:

• V = F ∪W is the set of firms and workers,

• W = (wij)i∈F ,j∈W > 0 is the matrix of match values,

• M t = (mt
ij)i∈F ,j∈W ∈ {0, 1}F×W is the assignment matrix such that row/column

sums are at most one,

• Φt = (φti)i∈V is the payoff vector.

Then, given the matching market, the assignment game G(ν, V ) is defined as follows. Let
ν : S ⊆ V → R such that

• ν(i) = ν(∅) = 0 for all singletons i ∈ V

• ν(S) = wij for all S = (i, j) ∈ F ×W

• ν(S) = maxP∈perm(S){ν(iP (1), jP (1)) + ...+ ν(iP (k), jP (k))}
for all S = (i1, j1, i2, j2, ..., ikF , jkW ) ⊆ V and k = min{kF , kW}

The number ν(V ) specifies the value of an optimal assignment (as defined below).

We shall now define desirable properties of outcomes:

Optimality. A matching M is optimal if
∑

i,j∈V mij · wij is maximal.

Pairwise stability. A payoff vector Φ is pairwise stable if for all i, j ∈ V : φi + φj ≥
wij.
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Core. A matching M together with the payoffs Φ is in the core if M is optimal and Φ
is pairwise stable.

So far we introduced the assignment game without any additional components. We shall
now introduce dynamic components of our model.

Aspiration levels. At the end of any step t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., each player i ∈ V has an
aspiration level, dti ≥ 0, which determines the minimal payoff at which he is willing to be
matched. Let dt = (dti)i∈V .

Feasibility. A pair of aspiration levels (dti, d
t
j) is feasible if, there exists a price such

that if i and j match, at least one of the two players has a higher payoff. Formally,
if r+i (j) − dti > r−j (i) + dtj (equivalently dti + dtj < wij) or if r+i (j) − dti = r−j (i) + dtj
(equivalently dti + dtj = wij) and one of the players is single.9 We shall say that i and j
are feasible in period t if (dti, d

t
j) is feasible.

Market sentiment and price stickiness. Market sentiment is an exogenous binary
random variable, Ψt ∈ {	,⊕}, that acts as a correlation device determining which players
currently exhibit price stickiness. If market sentiment is negative (Ψt = 	), for example
in periods of high unemployment, firms are price sticky. If market sentiment is positive
(Ψt = ⊕), for example in periods of low unemployment, workers are price sticky.

No better alternative. Player j has no better alternative than i if for all i′ 6= i
dti′ + dtj > wi′j. Otherwise say that j has a better alternative than i.

An agent who is price sticky only agrees to a match if the price is such that his payoff
will be at least as high as his aspiration level. On the other hand, an agent j who is
currently not price sticky will be less tough in negotiations with agent i if j has no better
alternative than i. In this case j may agree to a price such that his payoff is a bit below
his aspiration level.

State. The state at the end of period t is given by the matching, the aspiration levels,
and market sentiment: [M t,dt,Ψt].

Finally, assume that there is a minimal unit of payoff δ ∈ R+, and all match values,
aspiration levels, etc. are multiples of δ.

3.2 Dynamic play

Agents are activated by independent, identical Poisson arrival processes. Once a player
is activated the next discrete time period t+ 1 starts:

The active agent scans the other side of the market, looking for a feasible match. For
example, consider a job-list available online. If there is a feasible match he picks one
at random and matches with him. The price is set at random satisfying the conditions
determined by the aspiration levels and price stickiness. We can think of the price as
the outcome of a bargaining process that we do not model explicitly. At the end of each

9Note that this definition assumes a tie-breaking rule: A player prefers to be matched over being
single.
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period the two players adapt their aspiration levels to equal their new payoffs. If there
is no feasible match and the active player is matched the state remains the same. If
there is no feasible match and the active player is single he remains single and reduces
his aspiration level.

Formally, let [M0,d0,Ψ0] be any initial state. Suppose that in period t + 1 (t ≥ 0) firm
i is activated (the dynamic is symmetric if a worker is activated).

If there exists a feasible match for i, i picks one such player at random, matches with
him and the price πt+1

ij is set at random with full support between

r−j (i) + dtj −∆j(i) and r+i (j)− dti, (2)

where

∆j(i) =

{
δ if j is not price sticky and has no better alternative,

0 else.
(3)

At the end of the period the aspiration levels of the newly matched pair (i, j) are set to
their new realized payoffs,

dt+1
i = φt+1

i = r+i (j)− πt+1
ij and dt+1

j = φt+1
j = πt+1

ij − r−j (i), (4)

and the matching M t+1 is updated accordingly, that is, mt+1
ij = 1, mt+1

kl = 0 for all k 6= i
with l = j and for all l 6= j with k = i.

If there is no feasible match for player i, if i was previously matched he stays with his
previous partner and keeps his payoff and thus aspiration level. Otherwise i remains
single and reduces his aspiration level:

dt+1
i = dti − δ (5)

See Figure 1 for illustrations.

Figure 1: Transition diagram for active, matched (left) and active, single agent (right).

old aspiration level

old match

new match

i

feasible match
exists

no feasible
match exists

pick at random

new aspiration levels

reduced aspiration level

no match

new match

i

feasible match
exists

no feasible
match exists

new aspiration levels

pick at random
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Note that, market and information decentralization hold. For market decentralization,
agents interact at random points in time and prices are set at random with weak boundary
conditions which are natural from the point of view of each player. For information
decentralization, in each step players only know their own reservation values, aspiration
level, and the price they trade at. They do not know other players reservation values or
aspiration levels.

Finally, given the updating rule, the payoffs and prices are deducible from the aspiration
levels and the matching. For ease of exposition we shall focus on the latter.

3.3 Example

Let V = F∪W = {i1, i2}∪{j1, j2} and w11 = 5, w12 = w21 = 7, w22 = 10. Let δ = 1.

1
i

2
i

1
j

2
j

5 7 107

In all figures a gray edge between two players i and j indicates that wij > 0, a black solid
edge that they are matched (mt

ij = 1), and a black dashed edge that dti + dtj = wtij and
i and j are not matched in period t. We shall call such a dashed edge tight. Numbers
next to edges indicate match values. The current aspiration levels are shown next to the
name of an agent.

One can verify that the optimal matching is unique and such that firm i1 matches worker
j1 and i2 matches j2.

period t: Current state

Suppose that, at the end of some period t, (i2, j1) are matched, i1 and j2 are single, and
i2 and j2 share a tight edge.

1
i

2
i

1
j

2
j

5 7 107

4

2 5

5
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Note that the aspiration levels satisfy dti + dtj ≥ wij for all i and j, but the assignment is
not optimal and the aspiration levels (and thus payoffs) are not stable.

period t+1: Activation of single agent i1 and negative market sentiment Ψt = 	

Suppose that i1 is activated in period t + 1 and market sentiment is currently negative.
i1’s current aspiration level is too high in order to be feasible with any worker. Hence he
remains single and reduces his aspiration level by 1.

i1 is activated

5 7 107

4

2 5

5

1
i

2
i

1
j

2
j

i1 reduces aspiration level

5 7 107

4 3→

2 5

5

1
i

2
i

1
j

2
j

period t+ 2: Activation of matched agent j1 and positive market sentiment Ψt+1 = ⊕

Suppose that j1 is activated in period t + 2 and market sentiment has changed and it is
now positive. (i1, j1) is the only feasible pair involving j1. They thus match and given that
i1 has no better alternative and is not price sticky (since market sentiment is currently
positive) the price, with positive probability, is set such that j1 increases his aspiration
level by δ = 1.

j1 is activated

5 7 107

3

2 5

5

1
i

2
i

1
j

2
j

Successful match; j1 increases
aspiration level, i1 reduces

5 7 107

3 2→

2 3→ 5

5

1
i

2
i

1
j

2
j

period t+ 3: Activation of single agent i2 and negative market sentiment Ψt+2 = 	

Suppose that i2 is activated in period t+3 and market sentiment has changed again is now
negative. (i2, j2) is the only feasible pair involving i2. They thus match and although
workers are currently not price sticky (market sentiment is negative), j2 has a better
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i2 is activated

5 7 107

2

3 5

5

1
i

2
i

1
j

2
j

Successful match with j2 at
current aspiration levels

5 7 107

2

3 5

5

1
i

2
i

1
j

2
j

alternative (namely i1) and thus is not accepting less than his aspiration level. They are
matching at their current aspiration levels.

Note that the resulting state is in the core. We invite the reader to convince himself that
this state is absorbing.

4 Results

Since the model lives on the discrete grid δ · Z, the term generic needs to be treated
with care. We shall give an intuitive definition which will be sufficient for our results to
hold.

Definition 1. The match values W are discrete generic if there is no sequence of firms
and workers (1, 1′, 2, 2′, ..., k, k′), {1, . . . , k} ⊆ F , {1′, . . . , k′} ⊆ W such that

w11′ + w22′ + ...+ wkk′ = w1k′ + w21′ + ...+ wk(k−1)′ . (6)

That is, the corresponding graph has no cycles such that there are two alternating parti-
tions which have the same sum of match values.10

Main Theorem. Given a discrete generic assignment game, suppose that Ψt switches at
a rate of Θ(N2+c) (c ≥ 0) time steps.11 The dynamic converges to the core in O(N3+c ·
max{N, w∗

δ
}) iterations with total computational complexity of O(N5+c ·max{N, w∗

δ
}).

Note that for c = 0 the rate of switching for Ψt provides a lower bound, c > 0 will slow
down the process but the dynamic still converges in polynomial time. On the other hand,
if both sides of the market are never price sticky or market sentiment switches too fast
the rate of convergence is exponential:

10Note that, given we consider bipartite graphs, there are no odd cycles.
11f(N) = Θ(g(N)) if there exist two constants k,K ≥ 0 and a positive integer N0 such that kg(N) ≤

f(N) ≤ Kg(N) for all N ≥ N0.
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Proposition 2. Suppose that Ψt switches at a faster rate than O(N2) time steps or
both sides of the market never exhibit price stickiness. There exists a discrete generic
assignment game such that the expected rate of convergence is O(eN).

Proof. We shall prove this by constructing an example. Suppose we have an assignment
game as shown in Figure 3 and the indexes s, k are both O(N). The unique optimal
matching is given by the vertical lines. Suppose that the minimal unit is δ = 1.

Figure 3: Counterexample – necessity of alternating market sentiment (1).
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Suppose we are in the state displayed in Figure 4, where the aspiration levels are shown
next to each agent. Note that the only edge such that the sum of the aspiration levels
exceeds the match value is (i0, j0).

Figure 4: Counterexample – necessity of alternating market sentiment (2).
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In order for i0 and j0 to match at least one of them has to reduce his aspiration level. But
this will only be the case if they have no better alternative. Thus either all of jr1 , . . . , jrs
or all of jl1 , . . . , jlk have to increase their aspiration levels simultaneously. If the agents
on both sides of the market are not price sticky the sharing between any two (currently
matched) agents switches back and forth between sharing equally (1−1) and sharing 0−2
with the player previously having a tight edge with i0 or j0 receiving 2. The probability
of them all being at aspiration level 2 at the same time is of the order of 1

2N
and therefore

the waiting time is exponential and is O(2N).
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Next, we shall argue that it is important to restrict the games under consideration by a
genericity assumption. Consider the example in Figure 5 which is not discrete generic.
Suppose all gray edges have match value 10 and no other edges exist. Let δ = 1. The
numbers below/above the players give their current aspiration level. Note that each
player has a better alternative for every other player (as defined above) and for all i, j
di + dj ≥ wij holds. Thus regardless of the current matching, aspiration levels will not
change in this state. The unique core state is such that players i3 and j3 are matched
(indicated by black dotted lines in the figure) but their aspiration levels do not permit
them to be matched. Therefore the process does not reach the core.

Figure 5: Counterexample – Weight matrix is not discrete generic.

�� �� �� �� ��

6 6 6 4 4

	� 	� 	� 	� 	�

4 4 6 6 6

5 Proof of the Main Theorem

We shall prove the Main Theorem via several intermediate statements. We first give the
intuition and then the formal statements and proofs.

Note that the process is fully characterized by the state variables M t, dt, and Ψt. dt

together with the matching imply the payoffs and prices. We shall thus only focus on the
changes in the state variables. We introduce notation in the spirit of Nax and Pradelski
(2014). An edge between player i and j is called tight if dti + dtj = wij and loose if
dti + dtj < wij. Given aspiration levels dt, if for all i, j, dti + dtj ≥ wij and for each i, either
there exists j such that dti+d

t
j = wij or dti = 0 we shall call dt good. Let a tight component

be a maximal subgraph of players connected by tight edges.

5.1 Proof outline

First, we show that once a state is reached such that no loose edges exist all future states
won’t have loose edges (Lemma 3). We give a bound for the waiting time of O(N2 logN).
This crude bound results by noting that if two players meet once, they will never again
share a loose edge. Thus it suffices that all pairs meet at least once.
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Next, given we have reached the set of states with no loose edges the sum of aspiration
levels is non-increasing in all future states (Lemma 4). We go on to bound the time until
the sum of aspiration levels is minimal provided that there are no loose edges (Lemmas
5 and 6). We show that the minimum will be equal to the value of the game, ν(V ). The
proof of this result makes use of market sentiment and the assumption that the game is
discrete generic (see Definition 1). By discrete genericity all tight components are trees.
If all tight components allow perfect matchings we are done. Otherwise we show how in
a given tight component which does not allow a perfect matching the sum of aspiration
levels can be reduced. We use the market condition to prove that the expected time until
the sum of aspiration levels is equal to the value of the game is O(N3 · w∗

δ
). Note that once

we are in such a state we will always remain in the set of states with no loose edges and
the sum of aspiration levels equal to the value of the game (by Lemmas 3 and 4).

Next, we show by contradiction that from now on for all optimal pairs we have that
the edge between them is tight (Lemma 7). It follows that the current aspiration levels
are already corresponding to a core allocation. Thus only matchings, break-ups and
rematchings are necessary in order to reach the core.

Random walk argument. In order to give a bound on the expected time until match-
ings occur we create a duality with random walks on trees (Lemma 8). We ‘give’ each
single player a single token which is moved among the players as play unfolds. The idea
is that the random walk governing the single tokens will behave in the same way as the
underlying model. That is if a player has a single token he is indeed single. If a single
player i matches a player from the other side of the market j, the single token is moved
to j’s previous match. We prove a bound for the meeting time of two random walks on
(different) trees. By carefully coupling the movements in our model with the two random
walks we show that the expected time until the core is reached from a state as discussed
above is O(N4). We then show that any core state is absorbing.

Finally, it is easy to see that a single iteration has computational complexity O(N2)
(Lemma 9). Putting together the different bounds the Main Theorem will follow.

5.2 Formal proof

Lemma 3. Starting from any initial state [M0,d0,Ψ0], the expected time until the dy-
namic reaches a state such that for all i, j di + dj ≥ wij is O(N2 logN). Once the latter
property holds for some T ≥ 0 it holds for all t ≥ T .

Lemma 4. Let Dt :=
∑

i∈V d
t
i. Suppose the process is in a state as in Lemma 3 at time

T ≥ 0. Then Dt is non-increasing for all t ≥ T .

Lemma 5. Given a state as in Lemma 3, either the expected waiting time until Dt

decreases by δ is bounded above by O(N2) or Dt = ν(V ).

Lemma 6. Given a state as in Lemma 3, the expected waiting time until Dt = ν(V ) is
O(N3 · w∗

δ
).
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Lemma 7. Given a state [MT ,dT ,ΨT ] as in Lemma 6 let M be the optimal matching
(which is unique by genericity). Then for all (i, j) ∈M and for all t ≥ T , dti + dtj = wij.

Lemma 8. Given a state as in Lemma 6, the expected time until the core is reached is
O(N4). Further, any core state is absorbing.

Lemma 9. One iteration of the dynamic takes O(N2) operations.

Proof of Lemma 3. It follows from the updating rule that for any i ∈ F , j ∈ W and for
some T , dTi + dTj ≥ wij holds, then for all t ≥ T , dti + dtj ≥ wij, proving the second part of
the Lemma. Now we use an analogy to the Coupon Collector’s Problem (see, for example,
Feller 1950) to bound the expected time until each pair of players have encountered each
other. The Coupon Collector’s Problem asks the following question: Suppose you have x
coupons, what is the expected time until you have picked each coupon at least once when
picking with replacement. The answer is that the number of trials needed is O(x log x).
We thus have that the expected time until each pair of players (N2) has been selected at
least once is O(N2 logN).

Proof of Lemma 4. Given Dt, Dt+1 can only increase if two players, say i, j, newly match
and dti + dtj < wij. But given we are in a state as in Lemma 3, for all i, j dti + dtj ≥ wij
and hence we conclude that Dt+1 ≤ Dt.

Next we shall recall a folk result regarding the existence of perfect matchings on trees
(see, for example, Edmonds 1965).

Lemma 10. A tree C admits a perfect matching (a matching such that each player is
matched) if and only if for every vertex v, the graph C − v has exactly one odd sub-
component.

Proof. First, suppose there exists a perfect matching in C. Let u be the vertex matched
with v in the perfect matching. Then each component in C − v not containing u must
have a perfect matching and is thus even. Finally the component containing u must be
odd.

Second, suppose that for every vertex v the graph C− v has exactly one odd component.
We shall construct a perfect matching. Given C is a tree and by our assumption each
vertex v has a unique neighbor in one component of odd size, say u. We shall show
that pairing each v to its neighbor u in the odd component yields a perfect matching.
It suffices to show that if u is the neighbor of v in the unique odd component of C − v
(say odd(C − v)) that it is also the case that v is the neighbor of u in the unique odd
component of C −u (say odd(C −u)). Note that the component of C −u which contains
v is disjoint with odd(C − v). But then it follows that v is part of a component which is
comprised of even components in C − v. Adding v it follows that v must be in an odd
component odd(C − u) which by assumption is unique.
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Note that if the unique optimal matching is not perfect we can transform the game such
that the unique optimal matching will be perfect and the core has not changed. To do so
add match value zero edges between all players. Note that, two players, i, j, are feasible
if one is single and dti + dtj = wij, thus in particular they are feasible if wij = 0 and
the former conditions hold. Clearly the core does not change through these operations.
Suppose from now that the optimal matching is perfect.

Proof of Lemma 5. First, suppose there exists a player i such that he has no tight edge,
that is for all j dti + dtj > wij. The expected time until i is selected is O(N). If the
condition still holds he reduces his aspiration level and no other player increases his
aspiration level, hence D has decreased.

Now suppose that for all players i, there exists j such that dti + dtj = wij. Let a tight
component, Ct, be a maximal subgraph of players (nodes) connected by tight (dti + dtj =
wij) edges. Let Ct

1, C
t
2, ..., C

t
k be all of the tight components. By the genericity assumption

the tight components are trees, for otherwise there exists an even cycle such that two
alternating partitions have the same sum of match values (compare Definition 1).

We shall show that either there exists a perfect matching (a matching such that each
player is matched) within each component or there exists at least one component such
that the sum of aspiration levels within the component can be reduced independently of
the other components.

First, suppose that all components have a perfect matching. It follows that Dt = ν(V )
and we are done.

Now, suppose that there exists a component Ct which has no perfect matching. In the
following we describe a series of ‘operations’ that yield a reduction in the aspiration levels.
We shall describe the dynamics and the expected waiting time later.

Suppose, #{i ∈ Ct : i ∈ F} 6= #{i ∈ Ct : i ∈ W}, that is, there are either more workers
or more firms. A reduction of aspiration levels by δ by the players on the larger side and
an increase by δ by the players on the smaller side yields a state where D has decreased.
Note that after the increases and reductions d is still good, given the reductions are only
δ.

Next, suppose #{i ∈ Ct : i ∈ F} = #{i ∈ Ct : i ∈ W}. By Lemma 10 a tree C has
a perfect matching if and only if for every vertex v, the graph C − v has exactly one
odd sub-component. Hence, there exists a vertex v such that Ct − v has at least 3 odd
sub-components. (Given that the number of firms is equal to the number of workers there
must be an odd number of odd sub-components. Thus we can dispense with the case of
zero or two odd sub-components.) Without loss of generality, let v be a firm. Denote
the odd sub-components resulting from C − v by Ct

odd1, C
t
odd2, .... In each of these sub-

components there are either strictly more firms or strictly more workers. In particular
given there are at least 3 odd sub-components at least one of them contains more firms
than workers. For the latter sub-component aspiration level reductions by δ by all firms
and aspiration level increases by δ by all workers yield a decrease of D, while d remains
good.
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It is important to note that these adjustments can only take place if the players on the
reducing side initially have positive aspiration levels. This might not be the case for all
such constructions, but it will always be the case for at least one. This follows by the
proof in Nax and Pradelski (2014). They show that the core can be reached by only
following transitions as described above or by rematchings within tight component with
non-changing aspiration levels. But note that in our model rematchings are not necessary
to make transitions as described above possible. Hence, by the proof of Theorem 1 in
Nax and Pradelski (2014), if there is no tight component allowing an aspiration level
reduction (that is the larger side of a component having all positive aspiration levels),
the sum of aspiration levels is optimal, that is D = ν(N).

We shall now describe how the transitions yielding a reduction in D take place within a
(sub-)component. Consider a (sub-)component such that |F| > |W| and all firms have
positive aspiration levels (the analysis is analogous for the case where there are more
workers than firms). By a straightforward argument one sees that there exists at least
one firm i which constitutes a leaf of the tree (i.e., only has one edge, say towards worker
j). Suppose we are in a phase of positive market sentiment. Then, in expectation, after
N steps worker j is activated and gets matched with firm i and receives an additional
δ. (Note that j may be matched with any firm such that he receives an additional δ; we
would just follow a different path.) In the meantime, given that workers are currently
price sticky (market sentiment is positive) no worker has reduced his aspiration level,
hence it still holds that firm i has no other tight edge. Players who are not at a leaf
in the component have two tight edges and hence no renegotiations can take place. In
a next step there is a ‘new leaf firm’ which can meet its corresponding worker and give
up δ. (Since it is a period of positive market sentiment and thus workers are currently
price sticky such transitions cannot be reversed.) In total this can happen at most N
times. Hence after O(N2) iterations the sum of aspiration levels is reduced by δ when
the component has more firms than workers. However, it may be that the only (sub-
)component without a perfect matching has more workers than firms. In this case we
may have to wait O(N2) steps until market sentiment changes and above transitions
can take place. It follows that the total time until D is reduced is bounded above by
O(N2).

Proof of Lemma 6. A crude bound for the maximal aspiration level of players is given by
w∗. In the extreme case each player has to reduce his aspiration level w∗/δ times. Thus
the number of necessary aspiration level reductions is of the order of N · w∗

δ
. The result

now follows from Lemma 5.

Proof of Lemma 7. Let M be the optimal matching. Suppose there exists (i, j) ∈ M ,
such that dti + dtj > wij. By Lemma 3 we know that (in particular) for all (i′, j′) ∈ M ,
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dti′ + dtj′ ≥ wi′j′ . Hence

D =
∑

(i′,j′)∈M

dti′ + dtj′ = dti + dtj +
∑

(i′,j′)6=(i,j), (i′,j′)∈M

dti′ + dtj′ (7)

≥ dti + dtj +
∑

(i′,j′) 6=(i,j), (i′,j′)∈M

wi′j′ (8)

> wij +
∑

(i′,j′)6=(i,j), (i′,j′)∈M

wi′j′ (9)

=
∑

(i′,j′)∈M

wi′j′ (10)

= ν(V ). (11)

This constitutes a contradiction to the assumption that D = ν(V ) and the result follows.

In order to prove Lemma 8 we first provide a lemma concerning the expected meeting
time of two random walks on two, possibly different, sub-trees of a given tree. Our proof
technique mirrors Tetali and Winkler (1991) who give a bound for the meeting time of
two random walks on (the same) general graph. They show that the expected meeting
time on a general graph on N vertices is at most 8

27
N3.

Lemma 11. Let T be an undirected tree on N vertices. Let two tokens x, y be placed
on two vertices at time s = 0. Suppose that at each time step s = 1, 2, 3, . . . one of
the two tokens is activated (which token is chosen may be governed by any probability
distribution). The token performs a simple random walk to a neighboring vertex on a
truncated tree T sx ⊂ T (or T sy ⊂ T ). Then, regardless of the rule of activation, if in every
time step the (unique) path between x and y is in T sx (respectively T sy ) the expected time
Mtruncated(x, y) until the tokens meet is O(N2).

In order to prove the lemma we shall need the following two lemmas from Tetali and Win-
kler (1991) which can be proved by a straight forward calculation due to the reversibility
of the Markov chain for random walks on undirected graphs. Given a connected graph
T , let HT (x, y) be the hitting time from x to y on T , that is the expected time until y is
first reached when starting a simple random walk at x on the graph T .

Lemma 12. (Tetali and Winkler 1991, Lemma 2) Let x, y and z be vertices of a connected
undirected graph T . Then

HT (x, y) +HT (y, z) +HT (z, x) = HT (x, z) +HT (z, y) +HT (y, x) (12)

Lemma 13. (Tetali and Winkler 1991, Lemma 3) On any graph T the vertex relation
given by

x ≤ y ⇐⇒ HT (x, y) ≤ HT (y, x) (13)

is transitive.
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It immediately follows that there exists a vertex v which is minimal in this order. Call
such a vertex remote and note that we have HT (x, v) ≤ HT (v, x) for every vertex x ∈
T .

Proof of Lemma 11. The proof mirrors Tetali and Winkler (1991). We shall show that
∀x, y ∈ T

Mtruncated(x, y) ≤ HT (x, y) +HT (y, v)−HT (v, y). (14)

where v is a remote vertex. Define a potential function

P (x, y) = HT (x, y) +

≥0 since v is remote︷ ︸︸ ︷
HT (y, v)−HT (v, y) (15)

Lemma 12
= HT (y, x) +HT (x, v)−HT (v, x). (16)

Hence, independent of which token is moved we have

P (x, y) = 1 + P (x̄, y) = 1 + P (x, ȳ), (17)

where for a function f , f(x̄) is defined to be the average of f(y) over all neighbors y of x
(note that this defines an expectation). This is the case since, independent of the token
moved, the expected hitting time decreases by one for the given token.

Define β(x, y) = Mtruncated(x, y) − P (x, y). Among all pairs maximizing β(·, ·) choose
x∗, y∗ at minimal distance from each other. Now suppose inequality (14) does not
hold for all x, y ∈ T , that is β(x∗, y∗) > 0 (note that x∗ 6= y∗ follows, for otherwise
Mtruncated(x

∗, y∗) = 0 ≤ P (x∗, y∗)). W.l.o.g. assume that the token moved next is on x∗.
Then

Mtruncated(x
∗, y∗) = P (x∗, y∗) + β(x∗, y∗) (18)

= 1 + P (x̄∗, y∗) + β(x∗, y∗) (19)

= 1 +
1

d(x∗)

∑
xi: xi neighbor of x∗

P (xi, y
∗) + β(x∗, y∗) (20)

> 1 +
1

d(x∗)

∑
xi: xi neighbor of x∗

P (xi, y
∗) + β(xi, y

∗) (21)

= 1 +
1

d(x∗)

∑
xi: xi neighbor of x∗

Mtruncated(xi, y
∗) (22)

= Mtruncated(x
∗, y∗) (23)

where d(x) is the degree of node x in T . Inequality (21) holds since for all i, β(xi, y
∗) ≤

β(x∗, y∗) and there exists at least one j such that xj is closer to y∗ than x∗ and thus
β(xj, y

∗) < β(x∗, y∗) (since we assumed x∗, y∗ to be at minimal distance maximiz-
ing β(·, ·)). Equation (22) holds by a similar argument as for equation (17). But
Mtruncated(x

∗, y∗) > Mtruncated(x
∗, y∗) constitutes a contradiction and thus proves inequal-

ity (14). By Georgakopoulos and Wagner (2013, Corollary 8) the hitting time on a tree
is bounded above by the square of the number of edges (N − 1). Thus we have

Mtruncated(x, y) ≤ HT (x, y) +HT (y, v) = O(N2). (24)
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Lemma 14. Let T be a tight component (a tree) that allows a perfect matching. Suppose
there are exactly two remaining singles i and j. Then after a finite number of transitions
where i remained single throughout i matches with some j′.

Proof. We shall show that the path in the component between i and j must be alternat-
ing between unmatched and matched edges. Suppose, by contradiction, that the path
between i and j is not alternating between unmatched and matched edges. If i and j
share an edge we are done. Else, let i∗ be the first firm on the (unique) path from i to j
such that i∗ is not matched to a worker on the path. (Note that i∗ is matched elsewhere.)
Let j∗ be the worker preceding i∗ on the path. We shall construct an instance of Lemma
10. Delete i∗ from T . Then the component including i is such that all matches are within
the component (since i∗ is matched elsewhere).

Since this component does not contain j and contains i and otherwise only contains
matched pairs it is of odd size. On the other hand let j∗∗ be matched with i∗. Now
consider the component containing j∗∗ in T − i∗. Since j∗∗ is matched to i∗ it also must
be odd. This contradicts Lemma 10 and, by contradiction, establishes the claim that
there is an alternating path of unmatched and matched edges between i and j.

Let the unique path be i, j1, i1, j2, i2, . . . , jk, ik, j. We can now construct a path, proving
the lemma. Suppose i is activated and matches with j1, leaving i1 single. Next i1 is
activated and matches with j2, leaving i2 single. Continuing in this manner we see that
after k steps ik is activated and matches with j.

Proof of Lemma 8. Given dti + dtj ≥ wij for all i, j, rematches only occur when at least
one player is single. Thus the number of matches is weakly increasing over time and it
suffices to bound the expected time until two singles match. It follows immediately from
Lemma 7 that each tight component allows a perfect matching. We shall compute the
expected time until the number of singles is zero.

We describe the transitions without taking market sentiment into account since it would
only accelerate the process. Note that, since there may be players with aspiration level
zero, we cannot necessarily follow a transition pattern as described in the proof of Lemma
5.

We shall construct two simple random walks which we then relate to our process. Let
X, Y be two simple random walks on truncated subgraphs of T as defined in Lemma 11
and let s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... be the time steps at which one of the random walks moves on some
truncated tree (such that the path between the two random walks is on the truncated
tree). Let the rule of activation for the random walks be such that both random walks
always move twice consecutively. That is, for all s odd, if X (respectively Y ) is activated
in s, then X (respectively Y ) is also activated in s+ 1. Define for X (analogously for Y )
the following time steps. Initialize TX0 = T Y0 = 0, then for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . let

TXi = inf{s > Ti−1 : s odd, and Xs 6= Xs−2}, (25)

and
T̃ = inf{s : Xs = Ys}. (26)
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The sequence of time steps at which the random walk X (or Y ) has moved away from
odd s after two time steps or has collided with Y (respectively X) is given by

T X = (TX1 , T
X
2 , . . . , T

X
I , T̃ ), (27)

T Y = (T Y1 , T
Y
2 , . . . , T

Y
J , T̃ ), (28)

where I, J are two random variables describing the lengths of the sequences. Note that
for all time-steps s /∈ T X ∪ T Y the random walk returned to its previous place after two
steps. Define X̃ and Ỹ to be the (not simple) random walks of step-size two on truncated

trees. Until the two underlying random walks X and Y collide, X̃ and Ỹ move at times
T X ∪ T Y .

We now relate the two random walks, X̃, Ỹ , to our process. We shall first consider the
case where only two singles remain in a given tight component. Suppose i and j are the
only two remaining singles. Note that the two singles will always remain in the same
tight component. Now consider those time steps where a current single becomes matched
and a previously matched player becomes single. (The expected interval between such
time steps is upper bounded by O(N).)

Suppose we start the random walk X̃ on the single firm i and the random walk Ỹ on the
single worker j. Suppose i (or j) gets activated in a given time step. Then X̃ (or Ỹ ) is
also activated and moves to a node in the tree at distance two from i, say i′ (via j′) such
that (i′, j′) were matched in the previous period. This is the condition for the truncated

tree on which the random walk X̃ (or Ỹ ) moves, namely the truncated tree starting at
i only has branches alternating between tight unmatched and matched edges. Any such
node i′ is picked uniformly at random amongst the matches of current neighbors. Thus
X̃ (respectively Ỹ ) perform the previously defined two-step random walk. The time steps
at which this happens are precisely given by T X (respectively T Y ). This indicates that
player i is matching with player j′. Now if j′ = j the two last remaining singles match
and the simple random walks X and Y collide. Else i′ is now occupied by X̃.

We are left to give an upper bound for E[I+J+1]. First note that we have E[I+J+1] <
Mtruncated(X, Y ). We shall now argue that

E[I + J + 1] =
1

4
Mtruncated(X, Y ) (29)

and thus the bound we shall give is sharp. If X (or Y ) is moved in periods s + 1 (odd)
and s+ 2 we have P(Xs+2 = Xs) = 1/2. This is the case since on the truncated tree the
random walk first moves along a tight edge and then necessarily moves back or along a
matched edge. Thus E[TXi+1−TXi ] = 4 given the expectation of the geometric distribution
with parameter 1/2. Now the result follows.

Overall, given the singles need to be activated in order for the random walks to be moved,
the meeting of the two single tokens takes O(N3) iterations.

Now suppose there are 2k (k ∈ {1, . . . , N}) remaining singles. The expected time until
there are only 2(k− 1) singles is bounded by O(N3). Then for k = O(N) we have a total
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expected time until the core is reached of O(N4).12

Finally we have to show that any core state is absorbing. We have for all i ∈ V that i is
matched and for all i, j that dti + dtj ≥ wij since we are in a core state with the unique
perfect matching. Thus there are no feasible pairs of players and the dynamic has reached
a fixpoint.

Proof of Lemma 9. Given that i is activated, suppose there exists a feasible match. The
calculation whether a player has no better alternative requires O(N) for each j′ = 1, ..., N ,
and thus O(N2) in total. The case where no feasible match exists for i requires at most
O(N) operations. The result now follows.

Proof of the Main Theorem. Combining Lemma 4, 6, and 8 we find that the expected
maximum number of steps to absorption is O(N3 ·max{log logN, w

∗

δ
}) proving the first

part of the theorem. By Lemma 9 we know the complexity of each iteration, O(N2), and
the second part of the theorem follows.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that agents in large decentralized assignment markets can
learn to play core outcomes in polynomial time through simple aspiration adaptation
learning rules. Players have no knowledge about other players’ past payoffs or actions,
their distribution of preferences, or about the value of different matches. Players are
randomly activated and thus update their action in an asynchronous, random manner.
Players find a feasible match if one exists and the price they agree to is influenced by
market sentiment. While it was previously shown that a variant of this random process
is absorbed in the core in finite time with probability one (Chen et al. 2011, Nax and
Pradelski 2014, Biró et al. 2012, Klaus and Payot 2013) the dynamic described here
converges in polynomial time.

Our result is in the same spirit as Bayati et al. (2014, 2005), Salez and Shah (2009), Celis
et al. (2010), Azar et al. (2009), Ackermann et al. (2011), and Kanoria et al. (2011),
all of whom study the rate of convergence of dynamics for the assignment game. There
are two fundamental differences however. First, information decentralization as defined
in the introduction is not satisfied; players know the reservation values of other players.
Second, all positive results (that is polynomial convergence time) are only shown for
deterministic processes with a fixed order of activation, violating our definition of market
decentralization. We are the first to show polynomial time convergence for a stochastic
decentralized dynamic for the assignment game.

Market sentiment turns out to be crucial in our analysis. We have shown that without
market sentiment our dynamic may take exponentially long to converge. This, alongside
according results for NTU models (Ackermann et al. 2011) support the conjecture that

12In line with Tetali and Winkler (1991, Conjecture 2) we conjecture that this bound is not optimal
and the total meeting time of k random walks on truncated trees is of the same order as the two-token
meeting time. Together with the necessary activation of single tokens this would yield the bound O(N3).
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it is impossible to devise a pure better response dynamic which converges in polynomial
time. It is an open question whether conditions for polynomial time convergence for
general classes of games can be formulated. Our proof technique regarding the duality
with random walks and the use of market sentiment may be pointers towards a possible
path of investigation for other games on networks.
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